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RELEVANCE TO EDUCATIONAB PRACTICE
>'

Marilyn Merritt's paper is .4n example of the careful, precise analysis

of language 49 now being carried out'by sociolinguists. It shows

diet "O.K." does.nat just mean 'yes' in\some vague sense, but rather
\

has an "licit function and structure in discourse. Merritt.
%

arrives at her analysis by paying attention to the social inter-
,

1

actional p rt es of language use Educational practitioners
O

shoulEbe awar- that there is more:to language str cture than tradi-

tional grammar, thatCchildren,must learn not only how to put sounds,

words, and phrases together, but mist also beCome adept at the rules_

for using such seemingly innocent words and particles as "O.K."

1

Joel Sherzer, .Editor

Working Papers Series

11
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ON THE USE OF "0.1(6" ill SERVICE ENCOUNTERS

'Marilyn Merritt

-

thivaper I would like to do two things: First r would like.

to report on my observations of some patterns in whi& "O.K." is used.

The pdtterDg given are, of course, not exhaustive. Secondly I would like 0

-

to suggest an analysis that makes use of interactionalconcepts. I
-

suggest that the implic'ation' is that such social interactional concepts

need to be'considered in the development of a viable way of talking about

anguage use.

)1e

The analysis I am pres n g here is 13;lell upon naturalistic Iser-
.

vations of dialogic speech in one type of social context or situation.'

This $6 a context which I,identify by the term service encounter.' Briefly,

by a service encounter I uean the situation of interaction between a

,flposted".Nserver and a second party (a customer) who invokes the server's

participation as an aoperator of "serving post". The 'Serving post--in
.

matey cases the cashiregister counter--is typically part of a largtr "service

area "' -such as a store or'd Shop. 'Thus a buying and selling encounter
.

':" between a-chstomer andj 'server is a typical instance of a service encounter.

In loOdki4 at what people say.in service encounters it has been

'natural to focus on questions and responses to questions, as these aim-
'

of what goes on in service encounters. In doings I came to.prise much

notice the occurrence of the word "O.K.". ,

O.K.! was referred to'by, Dwight Bolinger in 1957 (in his work
--

'
#,.

t.
on Interrogative Structures of AmerlcSh Engl&sh).as:an approbative--

. .

*" defined in-the dictionary as an act that is .approving or assenting
, 0

4--F
to the propriety, of thingilth.some degree of:pleasure or satisfaction. ..

WetSterls New Interia
.

tional Dictioiarrsof he:English-Language (1928 edition)

1 . A e1

1 ' ,r0 . ..'. ,
A , , .
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gives undes.the entry for "O.K.": "Correct; all right--chiefly put Or
-

indorsed' on.dOcuments, bills, etc. to indicate approval." The entry

also suggeSts that the word-is probably derived "m the Choctaw "Oken,"

meaning 'it is so and not ot erwise'.. Webster's third International

'No

Dictionary of- the English Language (1971 edition)qmakes no mention of the

Origin of-the word. The entry lists its use as'an adverb, synonymods

".1
with "ell -tight" and "yes" as in -the sentence "O.K. Doctor,

you know."; and as etran itive,verb, synonymous with "approve", "authoriW,

and "sanction". Both.these definitions corroborate Bolinger's designatiqn
1

V

my observations of 'the use of !.!0.KI"'in service encounters are alto ''1''
. .1-

w?. . e $

' largely' corroborative. Howeve.V, a closer look has led me toelieve th t.,

.
..

;.,i

a sense of approval'or acceptance is often only part of what is being ,....

u -.
. .

.

.

410:..'''
conveyed when the'term "O.K." is used In particular, I shall argue that ,- de

- ,.

use of the term is Attuned to punctuating 'interactional oftitd within the -.. --- -040

...
, _

encounter: move,.tutn, and stage. ,41t

I firs noted that "O.K." occurred in ,a partilular position within

the service encounter sequence, thereby characterizing what might be

bought -of as a pattern of usage. Tijit pattern related to the customer's

initial request--occurring
)

in
'

the conversOkional slot I have elsewheie

(1976a: 66,70) called the "customer start"--and ktlie server'srespOnse or,

-response slot.

The English language provides aCnutber of lexical items with which to

express affirmative response: ."yes", "yeah", "yeti'', "yep"', "all Tighe,

."0.K.", "fine", "right", and so on. The differe4tia use of these

r

items in different contextsd ubtedly reflects degree of fOrmfility.-
-IP

O

'However, at ],east in service encounters, there are patterniaf variation

that Suggest another -kind. of distinction. As I have. suggested elsewhere"
e

(1976a,b) there are at least two major tYpes of "customer starts ": requests

S.

2 7
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for information (as in "Do you sell bathing caps ? ") and requests for

action (as in "Can I he a pack of Marlboros please?"). Correspondingly,
.

there -'seems to be a'dichotomy in the affirmative responses between "yes"

items ("yes " "yeah", l'yeb.", "yep", "Uthme) and "(LK." items ("all right",

"O.K."). in particular, "yes" items seem'to operate pr4marily as

P /

affirmative responses to requests for information while."0.K."*.tems seem:

to operate more as affirmative or "granting" responses to requests for

action. Compare, for example, (1): and '(2), in which "yes,'!, items occur,, with

(3), in which the server' responds withlen "O.K.".item:

.

Frequently, if not typically,:of course these.kinds

occur in Sequence, as in (41, (5) °'and (6) :

(1) library

C: Do I reserve a book here?

S: Yes'

(2) gift shop

C: Do you have lighters?

S: Yes. Over on the other side of the showroom.

(3) notions, i

C: C'n I have two packs pf Vantage.Green?

S: O.K. (tug, to get)

<4) ,snack truck

C: Do you have Marlboros?

S: Yeah, Hard 'or soft pack?

4 Cl Soft please.

S: O.K. (turns to get)

8

of interchanges

f

L

9

f
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(5) notions

C: Hi, do you have uh size C flashlight batteries?

S: Yes sir.

g: I'll have four. please?

S: Do yoh want the lone life or the regular? ,gJ the long

life doesn't last, ten times longer t* the

iUshally lasts three times as long. Cheaper

regula battery.

ih the lone ru3,

These're eighty-eight. These-re thirty -giVe each.
. . _ .

. -

Ct Guess I better settle for tie short life.

S:How many you want?
4410

.C: Four please.

* \

Si O.K. (picks four and put" on counter). That's a dollar

forty and nine tax, a dollar forty -nine.

(6) photography store'

C4 Do you stock polyetrast paper?

+.S:Yes we do. What size and quantity do you want?
% .

.C: Twenty-five sheets, eight by ten, doubleeweight.

1-*'S: O.K. (puts box on counter):.

-It' may be thatthe'yes" items do occasionally Occur

4

in the response

slot after requests for*actioE( en they are. accompanied by

action). For example:

(7)' 'university cafeteria ,

appropriate

Cl Can I have one
t
large cup ofcoffee black and one large

cup of coffee with cream?

-.-.S: Um Humm. (starts fixing) 4
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HoWever, I have observed nbinstancea of "O.K." in the response slot-

.. N.

to a question otthe
.
Illo you have .7.

C

type. Rather, in the slat thatis

11,19a response to theTcustomer sart'P.K. eems to be specialized as a

va a.
..

resporise to a,request.for action. The actual satisfaction of a request

.
e .

for action, of course, is not a vetbal response but the requested action
: .4% ..

1

itself (such as getting the,pack of cigarettes, preparing the<cup of

coffee, etc.).* This-suggests that "O.K:"May have some special function .

6 _. .

as a signal or cue that the reqiiested action.is about to take place.

Initially I hypothesized that "O.K." might operate general* as an

acknowledgement that it is the speaker s'(that is, the person who-said

"O.K.") turn (or present obligation), to take some action (getting the

c

.cigarettes, getting out the -paper requested, etc.). In other words the

"O.K." might signal approval of the request and intention ta act on the

request. It seemed, too, that the word "O.K." might have a special role

in bridging the transition from a verbal to non-verbal mode 0 interaction,'

much as the passing of a baton in a. relay race bridges the transition from

one person's running the race to a second pe 's running the race.

I began to notice, however, that the move immediately following the

uttering of "O.K." was not always non-Ihrbal. This is'illustrated in

examples (8), (9), (10f, and (11):

(8) savings-bank

Ce'Do you sell gaveiiment bonds?

S: Yes we do.',

C:,I'd like one for fifty dollars please.

S: O.K. Would you please fill out this application

completely sir.

o
6

4

A

JP.
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.(9) ticke booth,' movies -

C: Two lease (pushing bill througli winglow)

S: Whic picture?

C: Amer can Grafitti t; .

.
S: O.K. That's five dollark,!N

(10)' S depar ment'store; hosiery 4.

C: (ap roached S with "stocking, Mantis then to 8)

t0.K hon. That'll lie one-O.K
(1

C: (ha ds bill to S)
.

S: - -olut. of five.

(11) sma k truck

C: (stands at'window, is turned awaY).

-t S: (S turn' to C) O.K. What do you want?

C: HOt'dog.

. . .
.. . -

.

In -every case, homo1F7 ver, the next move (whether non-verbal or verbal) was

:. .

made by the same.speaker who said tin all thesh examples, the server)--
. . .

as predicted., Thus I modified mytypotheals to wit:'

revised hypothesiS.

.In my Materials "O.K." items seem.to operate generally

as an acknowledgement that it'is the speakei's (that is, the

. .

persOn who said "0.r.") turn (or present cbligatioh) to, take
:. .*

N .

somevaCtionwhethertverbal or non - verbal - -that 'is, to make

the next move in the .interaction. In cases.-where the -next

move is a non-verbal act, the "OeK." item can be seen to.be:

.'

doing a kind of "bridging" between 06-verbal and the non-
.

verbal. It anchors the non-verbal aceibn in what has already
.

gone on, verbally, at the same time as it provides an

tion of something to follow.

6
11_

expecta-
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The two patterns of,use,that have beeAllooked at 'so far involve the

-. . .

"server's use of the term "O.K." and its relation to the server's pro-
./

't
,

. .

rested'<riding a ce.-' Now let us consider examples in which...

the customer
4

who says " .K.",as'in.(12) and -(13):, k,',
i ,..

(12) AewelrY \
..N

1.
(S hag just shown O. a necklace)

C:'Can you show,me something else in that-price range?

S: Let mesee,what elseI have. (looking down) Here are two

other pendi#8. .

ti,
1.1

\-4-CfAi.e. It'll take these two (pointing)._

e' 4

(13)%departtment Store, cosmetics -

. ,

..-

.! .,.

C: Can I have a bottle//othe mini/

, I ;r)S:
,,

0 //'What ? What

C: Th

Which?
.-

C:'The mint n
s

protei Can I also
,1 i 1

' 4 5: WhiCh: r /
. . . _. ..

C: The cucumber. iDaid I smell It? -
%

S: Spre. (placing on counter)*
- % ,

:
.

.

.
.

+ C: O.K. 1%11 take lio5Nu Tilaell be charge.

shampoo?

ndltioner?

4 p

Ir.

,
In .both Cases the customer'seems'tO lie not only expressing"aPproval

. ` 4 i .
7.--= '

. i :./ .

of the reggested commodity, but also-expressing satisfaction with.havIng
iP.. . 1 . ,

examined it.. That is,he'is expressing his liktvihicOpplettl examination and :

, . 1 ,..
his readiness to the next move (in these o detide whether tb take4 ' - - / \ - 0

: 41° .the commodity or not, ,though in other eases the'customer may. defer thls, move
.,. I. ,

, .

, .

.
.-.. f , -

^ fc. . . ,
_. .

. PS

.

'

pending examinetion-of. other. commodities).

7: 1



gl Now consider (14):

(14) notions

(C has been looking in rear of store at a selection of hair
1

ties.) - .
.

e 2 , 1

r" C: These're the only ones you have, right?

S: Right

O.K.

'

Guess'not. Thanks just the same.
t

S: You re welcome.

Here the customer is expressly not approving of the requested commodity,
.cr

but is satisfied with his examination of it. He then takes the next move

to state'his decision not to buy. By'expresSing his satisfaction With
.
his

i'''4-, 1
examination of the commodity, he in a se nse releases the Server from any

1 ,
-..

1

'further obligation to continue to provide the requested commodity.
\

. .

The Use' of "O.K." to release the. other party fzom the current ..;

1 .
A

obligation occurs also in examples (15), (16), and (17).below. In

\

these,
. , .

examples the requested commodity is not provihed by the server but a reason

J

is.given. When the customer replies With "O.K." he gives an acceptance of

that reason or account. . .

* 0 .
r

(15) delicatessen

/
p DP you have two dime's and a nickel for a quarter?

S: (rings cash.regiiter, opens drawer)

We don't have any dimes left.

CCO.K. Thank you. r
1

ledrug store

,C: Excuse me, I'm looking for Phisoh ex--do u have any?

S: Should be overin aisle three under skin care.

C: Lal.ready looked there, Youliouldn4 have any in stock

. would you?

813 . to,



c
(17)- university cafeteria

4'

S: No. If it's not on the shelf we must be out.
'

C: 0 K. _Thanks 'anyway.

4

11,

(the complete sequence of which example (7) is a segment)

C: Can I have one.large cup of coffee black and one large

clip of coffee with cream?

S: Um Humm. (starts fixing)

-C: Make that black with Sugar.

S: You'll' have to put 'yourown sugar in. It's out.

C: Oh. O.K. Fine.

0

In these cases in *hich "O.K." seems to be used by one participant to

release the other participant, the release function fan.be interpreted as a

4
special case of general or "ordinary" use of "O.K." as tentatively suggested

in the "revised hypothesis" above. That is, siacethe "O.K." speaker

thereby obligates, himself to take the next necessary move in the encounter,

by so obligating himgeif he neceatrily releases the other participant from

any current obligation to oltiaue)his turn: Example (18) is another example

of a "releasing" "O.K.". In this. case it is not a coqmodity'that has been

requested but rather information as to its whereabouts.,
-e

(18) notions

C: Do you have,Chanuka cards?

4 S: Yeah, right back against the.wall there. See the sign --

(Chanuka*cards?

"O.K." may also be used by the server to release the customer - -in Many.
N

..easeslt4express satisfaction with payment, as in (19)1-N:

9 14
't
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(19) notions
L.

+ Si O.K. That'll be fifty, seventy-'five, ninety cents altogether.

COIN

CASH REGISTER

CHANGE.'

S: O.K. Thank you.

Note that in (19) "O.K." ciecUrs twice. In (2) a similar term
t

..

"all right" occurs in almost the identical pattern')
.

(20) rk"otJons
$

,,/-
..4- S4 I Tight. That's twenty five and two tax--twenty seven.

SOUND OF MONEY

+, S: All right. Thank you.:

The words "O.K." and "all' right" -eels almoWto punctuate the sequence.
N,

If they were in some sense punctuating or marking transition, thquestioW

arises as to what they would be marking transition between. I propose

that the use of "O.K." (and othee"O.K." items like "all right") may signal,

a transition in stages or something like stages (perhaps "phase" is abetter

word). Elsewhere (1976a) .1 have smeeteethat service encouhters typically

are composed of four different stages: access, selection decision, exchange,

and sure. In (19) and (2Q) "O.K." items are used twice in each sequence:

fink at the point ,at which transition is being made from selection decision

to exchange, and .secondly at the -point at which transition is being made

from exchange to closure. This Suggests that "O.K." does indeed function as

a kind'of bridging device, as proposed in the "revised hypothesis". However,

it dOes not necessarily perform this function onlybetween6verbal and non -,'

.verbal phases of the encounter, but rather may occur at otherpossifte

.
:transition ppints'as well.

vit

',As a result of thep observations I offer the following generalization:
.

"Use of the term ''O.K." has at least two possible functions:

1015
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(1) that of signiktng approval; acceptance, confitnation.

(2) that of providing a bridge, a'linking device betwien two

stages or phasessof,the.endOunter.= oIn these eases,, use of; the

term "O.K." seems to signify that the speaker suggests the ter-
. .4

minationof the -phase that haa just preceded and agrees to take

the initiative in continuing with the next phase (or be satis-

fied with termination (as in (15) thrOugh (18)).

There are cases in which only ttie.first, More traditionally assigned

function seems to be Operating, as in example (21):

(21) notions -(midway through the encounter)'

C: Yeah, but I wanttaiet/C-

5: Yeah

C:,I wantta get colors--

Yeah you can m4.x the gapers. O.K. Whatever you wantta do.

But very frequently,as has been shown both functions seem to be operating.3

Considerthe many occurrences of "o.k." in the folloWing service encounter

(which is the entire sequence of which (21) is a part):
. .

(22) notions.

S: Whattaya lookin' for Miss? COUGH. ((maylie))I can help you?

C: Uh Yeah., Christmas wrapping, paper.

S: All-right. :We'll show you. CASH REGISTER SLAM-Here you are.

Right around here Miss, look.

G: Oh. O.K.

S: Around here.

C: Oh I see:

S: Here's this ((.inaudible)) and then'we got uh different

boxes here..

4to

11 16
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. .

.,. " t

`'S

4

. C: (,(Yton 'clod t carry) the 'dndividual sheets.

A

S:A/1 right.

C: Hmm., :

And if-yOSI:don'i gee anything

break // a

1

p
I

individual we'll-sell

boi fo, you.

Oh-really? tk

hat' I mean. In other-words

or three, 'forty-Me cents

S:,f4etil sell you

this is a dollar and a.'qua
4

for one. Of course this is
"'"`

C: Yeah. O.K.

istmas wrap individual.

S: You can buy 'any of .these individually. In Other words

like - -like one of these tolls you can have//

C: Un Hunh.

S: for forty-fivecents a

G: O.K. Thank.you:

(S goes back to serving, post;

roll.

C looks St 'paper)

S.: You can break.any of those boxes O.K. Just

out youswant

C: ('(O.K.))

take -one roll

(S attends to other.,,customer, a ktw minutes elapse),
>

C: You don't hale any,'yarn ribbon do you?

RING

S: Yarn ribbon?

C: Uuh Hunh.-

S: No`.. N. yarn ribbon. Just

C: Uhn Hunh.

r-

uh--I forget--for,wrappifig packages?.

S: no - -we have what you see over here (walking away)

C: O.1.

1217 ,



(a few seconds piss)

C :' Is it ever possible to mix these it-'

t

.-
1 S: Yeah. You can do whatever you want. You wantta

you can mix -em -- whatever you wantta do.

C: The problem being that if I get one of these little baxeb .

of bows Igotta make'em match.<huh huh) game ((amount pf))

paPer:

Vt

S: Well--1.we're not bteaking,up the bows you kiloW. 'Nother

words you wantta take--a package of bows?

C: Yeah. But I wantta get//

S: Yeah.

C: I wantta get colorsr-

S: Yeah you can mix the papers. O.K.' Whatever,you wantta dc/.

(several minutes go by then C approaches the serving post) /

C: (putting selections on counter) Two rolVs.

S: All right. Ninety and forty-nine is//

C: Oh and I need some hair sprAy too.

((inaudible few seconds))

C: come down and look. Go ahead andtake his. (referring

to next customer)

(after a few minutes)

S: O.K. Anything else?
,

C: That s all. Thank you.

S: ((inaudible))

C: Three o seven, three ten, thre4 twenty-five. I'll 'put

it in a bag for yOu:

RATTLING

S: O.K. "punk you.

18
13
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The notion at discourse and'ihe significan5t

shbuld be studied within an interactional framework

actional concepts such as move, turn, and stage (or

of words as used
t.

(utilizihg Inter-

phase) ) 'has been

suggested by ErvingGo4Tan (1964; 1971), William:Labov (1972), and

others. The findings presented here about the use of."0.K." in service

encounters corroborate this-iBtion, and hopefully contribute to a general

Understanding of the use of the word "O.K.". 4
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FootnoteS

: 1. The notion of &service encounter is developed more fully in Merritt
, t ,

1976a, Chapters l'uncr3. See chapter 4 or Merritt 1976b for a-disCUssion

, . 01:service encounter as it relates to the notions of discourse :and sjeech

event gene;aiiy. Chapt6.2 describes fn detail the corptis,l
, ,

from which. the examples in thii paper are drawn: , '':

. .

`2. Thy Suggestion is not supported by the'well-knOwn papers of
. -

Allen'Walk4r Read,(1963a,h) on the origin of "O.K.'s. Read argues that

°O.K." began as a linguistically "faddish" way of abbreviating "all

correct" (all korrect = "O.K.")an the late 1830s, and, was later "boosted"

by its association with phrase HO1d Kinderhood" used in the political

Campaigns 'of 1040. Another researchera, Woodford Heflin (1962), argued, .

against such an etymology of the word. The origin of "O.K." is arently

tnot clearly resolved.

Though I. shall not be concerned with word origin in this paper,

it is interesting that' the properties that have obscured tie origin of

"O.K." are.the very ones that make it interesting in'terms. language

use.:

has' been urged that "O.K." was used in such a loose sense
r

that it must have stoodfbr something else betides "all correct".

But slang.expiessions,are notoriously loose, ah1 it should not

be expected that either 'O.K." or all correct would be used in

a strict sense. (Read, 1963a, 13-14).

,3. This raises, of course, the possibility of ambiguity *of function for

- .

any given ocCurrence.' `.In talking with servers I have been told that in

some service encounters 'there can be; indeed, ambiguity from this source.

For example, (one server,' who sold jewelry and had, to take ,Stock out of a

120
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disp lay case in order-to show it. to a customer, told rooLth4t, when se had
. . .

,

.displaypd An Item and the customer said 10..K.1.1 it waanot%always clear
.

1

. .....
_- ,- . -. .,

I

whether the customer meant "O.K.",41oss; /Yes./ 1 -11 fake that onI ie KT'x -

'

"G.k."..(gloss: 'I'm fished looking at it (shqw me the neit .e r}1). In
. . -40-, ,4 .'. ` v ' . .

. . .

.

a much more serious vein, a recent airline disaster (May 1977) has. been'
-. .., .- , r

linked to the pOsabIe Misunc4rstanding by .one pilot of "O.K.."- tb mean.

a "G.K,.. (gloss 'confirMe6; approvea;.go ahead and take.,2If')-rither than
. ..,

. ,

.---- . ..
,

:-----:--- -

. ,

., '' the' intended "0.1C,"*.(glosa.1 !that's all for' now;.. I'll get back to your '

(when there is, more information ,(when You're cleared for takel-Afip. ,

This area of ambiguity is,onethat I hope to explore further in
.

.future research. . 16

.
. o

4. This paper-was preaenredsto the Fifth Animal Conference on New Ways
. . )

, .

. i
of Analyzing Variatior& Georgetown UniversitY, WWahfagton, D.I.,0Ptdbar,'

1976. I am apaieful to-Dwight Bolinger and William LaboV orlIeful

comments.
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